
Company  Founded in 1953, Orian Ltd. is one of the leading logistics services companies in 

Israel. The company offers worldwide logistics services, has a strategic relationship with DB 

SCHENKER and is traded on the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange. Orian is a One Stop Shop, offering a 

wide range of supply-chain management solutions and guarantees a perfectly timed delivery.

Their goal was to protect their assets from potential security incidents, including thousands 

of clients, 900 employees, two large logistic centers, and 5 distribution centers across Israel. 

Problem  Orian recognized that in a world of ever-evolving cyber threats they were missing 

critical expertise. The company needed to find a way to identify and respond to potential 

security events without disrupting their daily activities and within reasonable cost limits. 

The company did not have clear visibility of the entire network. Each device generated a 

large amount of logs and threat alerts, requiring dedicated resources for monitoring and 

management. Struggling without unified management for multiple security devices, the 

company found it was almost impossible to monitor and respond to cyber threats properly.
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Solution  Experis Cyber's team started by analyzing the risks and vulnerabilities, creating 

a threat map for systems and devices across the organization. They continued by mapping 

every network asset in the organization, including mobile devices and the existing perimeter 

defense architecture. 

After analyzing all the information and available technologies, the Experis Cyber team 

recommended a top-notch solution based on the IBM QRadar platform delivered as a service 

from Experis Cyber's advanced iSOC (Intelligent Security Operation Center). To improve 

precision and response time, the solution included an Artificial Intelligence component 

integrated into the forensic phase of the risk analysis process. 

The solution was adapted to Orian's needs and integrated into their environment with clear 

incident response procedures and well-defined SLA to ensure a level of service that the 

customer can depend on.



Results  Experis Cyber's iSOC and expert team is able to monitor, analyze and respond to 

cyber threats and events occurring within Orian's systems. 

Within eight weeks, Orian went from dealing with millions of logs each month that triggered 

many security alerts, to responding only to a limited number of cyber threats that require 

their team's involvement.  

The company's systems are monitored by the most advanced cyber security service with 

an expert team that identifies and analyzes threats and acts according to clear incidence 

response procedures.  

With unified management controlling every device in their system, the company has complete 

visibility over the entire network, and a defined SLA that ensures timely service.  

The CISO and IT Manager at Orian use a convenient management interface that presents all 

the relevant data to facilitate a clear understanding of cyber events and required actions.

The Experis Cyber team of experts and analysts is available for consultation and direction 

24/7, giving Orian access to expertise that is rarely achieved within the organization.
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The Benefits
/ Quick implementation time: incident reporting procedures implemented within 8 weeks

/ Control and monitor the entire network 

/ Access to top notch security experts and analysts 

/ Resource optimization - deal only with the threats that truly need remedy 

/ Clear and comprehensive reports 

/ Regulation compliant

/ Cost effective solution: ~40% TCO

Experis Cyber is a provider of cyber-security services (MSSP). We provide cutting-

edge cyber security services from iSOC (Intelligent SOC integrating Artificial 

Intelligence), into the cyber-security operation center, manned 24/7/365 by 

security experts, analysts and architects. Our cyber-security services provide 

extensive cyber protection for any device, at any place, and at any time. 
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